SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS

2020

Educational Scholarship Awards
• Kyle Baker (David Baker - Bake’s Steel Erectors) - 2nd year
• Madison Baker (David Baker - Bake’s Steel Erectors) - 1st year
• Ryan Baker (David Baker - Bake’s Steel Erectors) - 2nd year
• Joseph Balke (Andrew Balke - Danny’s Construction Co.) - 4th year
• Victoria Belotti (Dennis J. Belotti - M & I Steel Services) - 2nd year
• Jacob Blair (Sandi Blair - Chicago Steel) - 2nd year
• Katherine Budzius - (David Budzius - Metropolitan Steel) - 3rd year
• Robert Budzius (David Budzius - Metropolitan Steel) - 3rd year
• Isabel Byerly (Doug Byerly - Duburg Iron Works) - 3rd year
• Sabena Byerly (Doug Byerly - Duburg Iron Works) - 1st year
• Christian Caballero (Adrian Caballero - AC Iron) - 1st year
• Edwin J. Carey III (Edwin Carey, Jr. - MTH Industries) - 1st year
• Michael Clark (Pat Clark - Cannon Steel Erectors) - 4th year
• Joshua Cooney (Dan Cooney - II in One Contractors) - 1st year
• Patrick Cooney (Dan Cooney - II in One Contractors) - 3rd year
• Lynnea Garnhart (Amy Garnheart - Area Erectors) - 4th year
• August Hauter (Andrew Hauter - Hauter Bros.) - 3rd year
• Joshua Hollowell (Jonathan Hollowell - Chicago Decking) - 1st year
• Jacob Kulhanek (Jerry Kulhanek - K & K Iron Works) - 2nd year
• Ellen Lebert (Paul Lebert - S&J Construction) - 3rd year
• Lacey Luther (John Luther - Revcon Construction Co.) - 2nd year
• Hayley Morgan Matlon (Jennifer Matlon - AC Iron) - 1st year
• Patrick Neenan (Julie Neenan - Walsh Group) - 2nd year
• Elizabeth Neybert (Sarah Follenweider - K & K Iron Works) - 3rd year
• Krystal Quasthoff (Walter Quasthoff - MTH Industries) - 2nd year
• Chloe Quin (David Quin - Quinco Steel) - 1st year
• Michaela Rakos (Vladimir Rakos - K & K Iron Works) - 2nd year
• Ethan Roemmich (Clark Roemmich - K&K Iron Works) - 1st year
• James T. Smith (Edward Smith - Metropolitan Steel) - 2nd year
• Madison Stone (Ronald Stone - Metropolitan Steel) - 4th year

ASE-AISC Engineering Scholarship Awards
• Jay Avitia (University of Illinois - Chicago)
• Jacob Behnke (Illinois Institute of Technology)
• Andrew Conwell (University of Illinois - Urbana-Champaign)
• Zachary Haney (Illinois Institute of Technology)
• Derek Miller (Trine University)
• Quintin Prieur (Trine University)
• Nathan Self (Valparaiso University)
• Cosette Thompson (Illinois Institute of Technology)
2019

**Educational Scholarship Awards**

- Kyle Baker (David Baker - Bake's Steel Erectors) - 1st year
- Ryan Baker (David Baker - Bake’s Steel Erectors) - 1st year
- Joseph Balke (Andrew Balke - Danny’s Construction Co.) - 3rd year
- Victoria Belotti (Dennis J. Belotti - M & I Steel Services) - 1st year
- Andrew Budzius (David Budzius - Metropolitan Steel) - 4th year
- Jacob Blair (Sandi Blair - Chicago Steel) - 1st year
- Katherine Budzius (David Budzius - Metropolitan Steel) - 2nd year
- Robert Budzius (David Budzius - Metropolitan Steel) - 2nd year
- Isabela Byerly (Doug Byerly - Duburg Iron Works) - 2nd year
- Michael Clark (Pat Clark - Cannon Steel Erectors) - 3rd year
- Patrick Cooney (Dan Cooney - II in One Contractors) - 2nd year
- Lynnea Garnhart (Amy Garnheart - Area Erectors) - 3rd year
- August Hauter (Andrew Hauter - Hauter Bros.) - 2nd year
- Jacob Kulhanek (Jerry Kulhanek - K & K Iron Works) - 1st year
- Ellen Lebert (Paul Lebert - S&J Construction) - 2nd year
- Lacey Luther (John Luther - Revcon Construction Co.) - 1st year
- Patrick Neenan (Julie Neenan - Walsh Group) - 1st year
- Elizabeth Neybert (Sarah Follenweider - K & K Iron Works) - 2nd year
- Krystal Quasthoff (Walter Quasthoff - MTH Industries) - 1st year
- Michaela Rakos (Vladimir Rakos - K & K Iron Works) - 1st year
- James T. Smith (Edward Smith - Metropolitan Steel) - 1st year
- Madison Stone (Ronald Stone - Metropolitan Steel) - 3rd year

**ASE-AISC Engineering Scholarship Awards**

- Jacob Behnke (Illinois Institute of Technology)
- Isaias Colombani (University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign)
- Hannah Golden (Illinois Institute of Technology)
- Evan Harms (Southern Illinois University)
- Joshua Harmon (Purdue University)
- Mary Lazar (Northwestern University)
- Karolina Urban (University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign)
- Andrew Witte (Valparaiso University)

2018

**Educational Scholarship Awards**

- Joseph Balke (Andrew Balke - Danny’s Construction) - 2nd year
- Rachele Belletini (Louis Belletini - Bake’s Steel Erectors) - 2nd year
- Andrew J. Budzius (David Budzius - Metropolitan Steel) - 3rd year
- Katherin Budzius (David Budzius - Metropolitan Steel) - 1st year
- Robert TA. Budzius (David Budzius - Metropolitan Steel) - 1st year
- Isabela Byerly (Doug Byerly - Duburg Iron Works) - 1st year
- Michael Clark (Pat Clark - Cannon Steel Erectors) - 2nd year
- Nathan Cooney (Dan Cooney - II in One Contractors) - 4th year
- Patrick Cooney (Dan Cooney - II in One Contractors) - 1st year
- Lynnea Garnhart (Amy Garnhart - Area Erectors) - 2nd year
• Jacob Guca (Lisa Gibson - S&J Construction) - 1st year
• August M. Hauter (Andrew Hauter - Hauter Brothers) - 1st year
• Michael Koliboski (Linda Olszewski - Steppo Supply & Const) - 3rd year
• Ellen C. Lebert (Paul Lebert - S&J Construction) - 1st year
• Hayley Anne McBride (Kimberly McBride - Metropolitan Steel) - 1st year
• Elizabeth Neybert (Susan Follenweider - K & K Iron Works) - 1st year
• Grant Rougas (Tom Rougas - MTH Industries) - 4th year
• Alexis Stone (Ronald Stone - Metropolitan Steel) - 1st year
• Madison Stone (Ronald Stone - Metropolitan Steel) - 2nd year
• Matthew Sullivan (Marjorie Sullivan - MA Rebar Services) - 1st year
• Megan Ellen Wade (Michael Guide - MJ Erectors) - 4th year

ASE-AISC Engineering Scholarship Awards
• Yazan Alshawabkeh (University of Chicago at Chicago)
• Linnea Carr (University of Western Illinois - Quad Cities)
• Matthew Carsello (University of Illinois at Urbana)
• Samun Khalililian (University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign)
• Herbert Nuwagaba (University of Illinois at Chicago)
• Nicholas Sabatini (University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign)
• Michael Walz (Purdue University)

2017

Educational Scholarship Awards
• Joseph Balke (Andrew Balke - Danny’s Const) - 1st year
• Rachele Belletini (Louis Belletini - Bake’s Steel Erectors) - 1st year
• Michael Clark (Pat Clark - Cannon Steel Erectors) - 1st year
• Nathan Cooney (Dan Cooney - II in One Contractors) - 3rd year
• Lynnea Garnhart (Amy Garnhart - Area Erectors) - 1st year
• Michael Koliboski (Linda Olszewski - Steppo Supply & Const) - 2nd year
• Sarah C. Koliboski (Linda Olszewski - Steppo Supply & Const) - 4th year
• John Lebert (Paul Lebert - S&J Construction Co.) - 4th year
• Grant Rougas (Tom Rougas - MTH Industries) - 3rd year
• Madison Stone (Ronald Stone - Metropolitan Steel) - 1st year
• Lauren Suhi (Jeff Suhi - MTH Industries) - 4th year
• Megan Ellen Wade (Michael Guidi - MJ Erectors) - 3rd year

ASE-AISC Engineering Scholarship Awards
• Adam Dasoqi (University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign)
• Kremena Dokliev (Illinois Institute of Technology)
• Kathryn Eckhoff (Northwestern University)
• Sebastian Kolpak (University of Illinois at Chicago)
• Walus Rafal (Illinois Institute of Technology)
• Arianna Roldan (University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign)
• Kyle Warchol (University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign)
2016

**Educational Scholarship Awards**
- Andrew J. Budzius (David Budzius - Metropolitan Steel) (2nd year)
- Nathan Cooney (Dan Cooney - II in One Rebar) (2nd year)
- Allyson Johnson (Lisa K. Johnson - Area Erectors) (4th year)
- Michael Koliboski (Linda Olszewski - Steppo Supply & Construction) (1st year)
- Sarah Koliboski (Linda Olszewski - Steppo Supply & Const.) (3rd year)
- John Lebert (Paul Lebert - S & J Construction Co.) (3rd year)
- Devon Newport (Daniel Newport - BMW Constructors) (3rd year)
- Grant Rougas (Tom Rougas - MTH Industries) (2nd year)
- Lauren Suhi (Jeff Suhi - MTH Industries) (3rd year)
- Morgan Voss (Craig Voss - K&K Iron Works) (1st year)
- Megan Ellen Wade (Michael Guidi (MJ Erectors) (2nd year)
- Jeremy Weiland (George Weiland III - Gateway Construction) (4th year)

**ASE-AISC Engineering Scholarship Awards**
- Joseluis Alvarez (University of Illinois at Chicago)
- William Bader (University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign)
- Kathryn Eckhoff (Northwestern University)
- Bora Ozaltun (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)
- Joshua Pinney (Rose-Hulman Institute or Technology)

2015

**Educational Scholarship Awards**
- Nicole Bodinet (Ed Bodinet - II in One Rebar) (4th year)
- Nathan Cooney (Dan Cooney - II in One Rebar) (1st year)
- Allyson Johnson (Lisa K. Johnson - Area Erectors) (3rd year)
- Sarah Koliboski (Linda Olszewski - Steppo Supply & Const.) (2nd year)
- Anne Lebert (Paul Lebert - S & J Construction Co. (1st year)
- John Lebert (Paul Lebert - S & J Construction Co.) (2nd year)
- Devon Newport (Daniel Newport - BMWC Constructors) (2nd year)
- Grant Rougas (Tom Rougas - MTH Industries) (1st year)
- Mark Rougas (Tom Rougas - MTH Industries) (1st year)
- Lauren Suhi (Jeff Suhi - MTH Industries) (2nd year)
- Megan Ellen Wade (Michael Guidi (MJ Erectors) (1st year)
- Jeremy Weiland (George Weiland III - Gateway Construction) (3rd year)

**ASE-AISC Engineering Scholarship Awards**
- Michael Aronson (Northwestern University)
- Grace Duchaj (Illinois Institute of Technology)
- Sean Hahn (Illinois Institute of Technology)
- Luke Livers (U of I at Urbana-Champaign)
- Seth Strelow (Valparaiso University)
- Joshua Wolfgram (Valparaiso University)